Chiplets: How Small is too Small?
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Abstract—As chiplet systems increase in popularity, it is important to revisit the tradeoffs for converting a monolithic design to a chiplet system. Chip yield, reusability, performance binning, and floorplanning push us toward smaller chiplets. Meanwhile, inter-chiplet interconnect and assembly overheads push us toward larger chips both in terms of power and cost. This work explores the impacts of these considerations on the minimum chiplet size that makes sense. We examine the case of a large design that could be built as a single monolithic system on chip (SoC) or as a system of chiplets and show that optimal chiplet size depends on a wide range of parameters. Our analysis indicates that the smallest chiplet sizes that are viable cost-wise depends both on technology node and on type of logic. The optimal point appears to be 50-150mm² in 40nm and 40-80mm² in 7nm for microprocessor type logic. For random logic, the optimal point increases beyond 200mm² in both cases. This makes the case for chipletization weaker in all but the largest SoCs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Chiplet systems have become popular for systems that would otherwise have unacceptably low yield due to their large total area. This trend runs counter to the previous trend of increasing integration by packing more into a single monolithic chip.

For large designs, splitting into smaller chips has several advantages. Small chips have higher yield than large chips. Chiplet reuse in the form of including a single chiplet design in multiple systems allows sharing of design, manufacturing, and testing costs across systems. If a chiplet contains too much functionality, it can become specialized to a specific design, and the opportunities for reuse are limited[1][2].

There are also drawbacks to splitting a design into chiplets. Assembly and packaging for a design that has been partitioned into chiplets are more costly than they are for a monolithic SoC design. In addition to the costs related to the integration substrate (e.g. silicon interposer) and greatly increased assembly time, yield in the assembly and packaging stage suffer due to the increased number of fine-pitch bonds that must be made and number of individual chiplets that must be assembled. Also, the total silicon area would go up in order to accommodate the additional IO cells needed for inter-chiplet communication. This inter-chiplet communication also increases the overall power consumption of the design.

In this work, we build an analytical framework to answer the question: what is the right chiplet size when the multitude of manufacturing related factors are considered? We consider a case of a design that is small enough to be manufactured as a monolithic SoC, but is large enough to benefit significantly from splitting into chiplets to improve yield. Our analysis shows that building systems out of tiny chiplets or chiplets substantially smaller than 40mm² would likely not be cost optimal unless advancements to the assembly process are made.

Section II models the cost benefits/overheads of breaking an SoC into chiplets. Section III discusses a case study of a large system built using chiplets and analyzes the sensitivity of system cost to factors such as defect density, assembly cost, IO size etc. In Section IV, we discuss the other factors (which are often architecture dependent and difficult to quantify in general) that would affect the choice of chiplet size. Finally, Section V concludes the work.

We try to cover a range of parameters to keep our analysis general, but since the conclusions and analyses in this paper are somewhat design dependent, we are releasing our model at https://github.com/nanocad-lab/cost_model_chiplets.git to assist in further studies.

II. COST IMPLICATIONS OF CHIPLETIZATION

In this section, we quantify and model some of the most important factors that affect the cost of manufacturing a system using chiplets.

A. IO Cells

Splitting a design into chiplets introduces the requirement for inter-chiplet communication. This adds overhead in terms of area and power requirements for interconnect wires and IO cells to provide ESD protection and drive relatively long connections between chiplets [3].

1) ESD Requirements: The amount of ESD protection necessary for 2.5D designs is not a settled question, but there is some consensus that the “external” IO cells that will be connected to external pins on the finished module will need higher levels of protection than “internal” IO cells that will not be connected to external pins, drive only inter-chiplet wires and will only be exposed to ESD in the manufacturing process. For external IO cells, JEDEC recommendations suggest meeting 250V Charged Device Model (CDM) protection [4]. On the other hand, a TSMC discussion of a Lite-IO cell design for inter-chiplet communication only uses 10V CDM protection [5]. Whether ESD protection is necessary and how much is necessary for inter-chiplet connections depends on process specifications, so we look at a range of levels of protection from 0V to 500V CDM.

2) Area Impact of ESD: Due to ESD protection, the total design area will increase due to the IO cell area for inter-chiplet connections in addition to the overhead due to minimum separation distance between chiplets. In order to determine the IO cell size necessary to meet different levels of ESD protection, we ran SPICE simulations using the circuit shown in Figure 1. The clamp is assumed to be shared among many IO cells, so this is not included in IO cell area calculations.
By setting different initial voltages for the capacitor in the above model, we tested different levels of CDM protection. For the purposes of this study, the device was considered to pass if the voltage never passed the voltage breakdown level of the gate oxide. Other types of incremental damage can also occur as a result of ESD events [6], but were not considered here as we wanted a simple metric of pass or fail. Buffer sizes were taken from [7]. Results are shown in Table I.

As a design is partitioned into more and more chiplets, the area requirement for IO cells increases substantially since the increasing number of inter-chiplet interconnects need ESD protection and larger driver circuits.

---

**TABLE I**

| Area requirements for IO cells by ESD protection level in 40nm. Note that these IO cell sizes are for simple IO cells designed for inter-chiplet connections. External IOs would use much larger IO cells, e.g. GPIO cells in 28NM of 3,250µm² [9] and in 12Nm that are 1,500µm² [10] are routinely used in products. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESD(V)</th>
<th>Diode Pairs</th>
<th>ESD</th>
<th>Buffer</th>
<th>IO Cell</th>
<th>ESD Cap(F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>47.63</td>
<td>47.63</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>47.63</td>
<td>62.65</td>
<td>8.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>45.07</td>
<td>47.63</td>
<td>92.70</td>
<td>18.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>82.62</td>
<td>47.63</td>
<td>130.25</td>
<td>37.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>150.22</td>
<td>47.63</td>
<td>197.85</td>
<td>74.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

To compute the impact of IO cells on area, IO densities are scanned from 100-2000 IOs/mm² across multiple levels of ESD protection. Results are shown in Figure 2.

Inter-chiplet IOs also cost extra energy in order to drive the inter-chiplet interconnect wire and the additional capacitance added by the ESD diodes. To compute energy per bit, we used wire parasitics from a commercial 40nm PDK and the ESD diode capacitance. The interconnect wirelength was estimated from the inter-die separation (assumed to be 300µm) and area of the IO cells assuming multiple rows of boundary placed IO cells, similar to the methodology in [3]. We assume added wirelength from the logic to the boundary-placed IO cell and back to the pads which are assumed to be placed in a grid pattern across the full chip area. The cost in energy per bit is shown in Figure 2.

**B. Chiplet Cost**

Individual chiplet cost is dependent on the individual chiplet yield. Taking $k_{die}$ as the cost per untested die, the actual cost per die is given by Equation 1.

$$C_{die} = \frac{k_{die}}{Y_{die}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The cost per untested die ($k_{die}$) is dependent both on the area of the die and on how well the die fits into the reticle size. The impact of utilization of the reticle size is negligible for small chiplets, but can have a larger effect for chiplets that are relatively large compared to the reticle. This cost is the result of needing an increased number of lithographic exposures to manufacture dies that do not evenly divide into the reticle field [11] see Figure 3. The cost per untested die is given below in Equation 2.

$$k_{die} = k_{silicon} A_{chip} + k_{exposures} \frac{A_{reticle}}{A_{chip}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $k_{silicon}$ is the cost per unit area independent of exposure cost, and $k_{exposures}$ is the cost per exposure. We assume the lithography cost is 34% of the total wafer cost [12].

Die yield can be given by Equation 3. This yield model is taken from [13], but split into two components: die yield and assembly yield.

$$Y_{die} = Y_{wp} \left( 1 + \frac{A_{chip} D_0}{\alpha} \right)^{-\alpha}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where $Y_{wp}$ is the wafer process yield assumed to be 94% [13]. $A_{chip}$ is the critical area. For the purposes of this study, we use the core area (excluding IO area) as critical area. For a more accurate analysis of a real design, the actual critical area of the design should be computed and used here instead of the core area. $D_0$ is the defect density. We use a value of 0.004/mm² from [14] and also look at defect densities of 0.002/mm² and 0.0007/mm² to get a range of values. For reference, 0.004/mm², 0.0002/mm², and 0.0007/mm² correspond to yields of approximately 70%, 83%, and 93% respectively, $\alpha$ is the clustering factor for defects and we use a value of 2 [14][15].
to the chip size increasing above a number that divides evenly into the 858mm² (26x33mm) reticle.

C. Assembly Cost

Assembly time and cost will increase with the number of chiplets. How this scales is dependent on the bonding process. There are two main models we will look at here. In one case, the chips are placed and bonded individually (e.g. in the case of copper pillar thermal compression bonding) giving an assembly time as follows.

\[ T_{\text{assembly}} = N(T_{\text{place}} + T_{\text{bonding}}) \quad (4) \]

On the other hand, it is possible that multiple chips will be placed and tacked individually on the interconnect substrate, but finally bonded at the same time as is the case for solder reflow.

\[ T_{\text{assembly}} = NT_{\text{place}} + T_{\text{bonding}} \quad (5) \]

In the second case, bonding scales significantly better than in the first case, but the time for pick and place still scales with the number of chips. Interposer cost is discussed in [16]. The cost of assembly can be modeled by looking at materials cost and machine operating cost as shown below.

\[ C_{\text{assembly}} = C_{\text{interposer}} + k_{\text{machine}} T_{\text{assembly}} \quad (6) \]

The machine operating cost of assembly for the machine or machines used consists of the amortized cost of the equipment and maintenance over the equipment lifetime plus the cost of electricity and technician salaries. To compute values for \( k_{\text{machine}} \), we assume machine costs of $200k-$2M depreciated over 5 years with full-time personnel costs of $200k per year and 90% uptime with a single bonding head.

Bonding time for Cu-Cu pillar bonding is 20 seconds [17] and hybrid bonding is shorter at 10 seconds [18]. Since hybrid bonding and Cu-Cu pillar bonding offer low pitch interconnects (down to 10um [19][17]), we do not consider other types of bonding for this study. Pick and place time is assumed to be somewhere from 2-10 seconds per die depending on the required precision of placement [20], although this will vary based on required bonding precision. In Figure 4, we assume Cu-Cu pillar bonding and 10 seconds for pick and place, but the trend holds for other types of bonding as well. The interposer cost is taken from [16].

The values for assembly time and machine costs vary linearly with respect to the number of chiplets. Assembly yield is another consideration for the cost of assembly. The assembly yield scales with the number of interconnects and the number of chiplets.

\[ Y_{\text{assembly}} = N_{\text{die}} Y_{\text{alignment}} \times N_{\text{pins}} Y_{\text{bonding}} \quad (7) \]

In Equation 7, the first term is the yield of die alignment and the second is the pin bonding yield. The more dies there are in the multi-chiplet system, the higher the risk of misalignment and the more pins that need to be bonded, the higher the risk that a pin will not bond correctly. Since we are not making assumptions about IO density yet, Figure 4 does not include yield although we include assembly yield in our analysis in the next section. We assume values of 99.9% for \( Y_{\text{alignment}} \) and 99.9999% for \( Y_{\text{bonding}} \) [21].

![Fig. 3. Silicon Cost for Different Chiplet Sizes and Defect Densities for 858mm² (26x33mm) Reticle and Reticle Fit Examples. The three examples on the right (top to bottom): an example of a large chiplet design that fits evenly into the reticle size; an example of large chiplets that fit poorly into the reticle size; and an example of a poorly fitting small chiplet. Overhead for a bad fit is lower for small chiplets.](image)

![Fig. 4. Assembly Machine and Personnel Cost by Number of Chiplets. IB stands for individual bonding, SB stands for simultaneous bonding, M1 refers to $200,000 machine, M2 refers to $1,000,000 machine, and M3 refers to $2,000,000 machine. FP stands for 2-second pick and place, SP indicates 10 seconds. This plot uses Cu-Cu pillar bonding time (20 seconds) in all cases.](image)

![Fig. 5. Simultaneous Bonding for 2 Second Pick and Place Time](image)

III. RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the results of applying the above analysis to an example case where we take an 800mm² chip and split it into evenly sized chiplets.

The cost may be found using Equation 8.

\[ C = \frac{1}{Y_{\text{assembly}}} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_{\text{die}} \right) + C_{\text{assembly}} \quad (8) \]

Where \( C \) is the total cost and both \( Y_{\text{assembly}} \) and \( C_{\text{die}} \) are given in the previous sections. There is one more piece we need to be able to apply this analysis and that is the number of IOs per chiplet. To do this, we use Rent’s Rule as shown in Equation 9 [22].
\[ N_p = kN_g^{\alpha} \]

Here \( N_p \) is the number of pins or IOs, \( N_g \) is the number of gates in the design, and \( k \) and \( \alpha \) are constants that depend on the architecture. Rent’s Rule gives us a way of estimating how the number of IOs scales with different sized chips assuming the chips are the same types of design. Although the Rent’s Rule constants are design specific, this allows us to draw some useful conclusions.

To estimate the number of gates in the design we divided the area by the size of an AND gate in 40nm. We use two sets of constants, the primary set of constants we used is given in [23] as values of the constants for a microprocessor architecture and we compare to the values given in the same paper for random logic in the comparison for levels of ESD protection below. We chose these values as the random logic case is a pessimistic case of splitting the design and the microprocessor estimates are a somewhat optimistic case. Splitting a design at IP boundaries that are more interconnect intensive than a microprocessor will likely result in values somewhere between these two cases.

Unless otherwise stated, the following plots us medium defect density (0.002/mm²), 125V CDM ESD protection, microprocessor Rent’s Rule constants, and M2 ($1M machine) with 30 second individual bonding of chiplets in accordance with Equation 4.

### A. Dependence on Defect Density

Defect density affects the rate at which yield decreases when chip size increases. In Figure 6, it can be seen that there is a relatively smooth trend in cost for each defect density level. Wafer cost is from [24]. For 40nm, the chiplet size that minimizes cost ranges between 50mm² and 160mm². Note that for the low defect density, large chiplets only result in a moderate cost increase over the optimal point. In all cases, the assembly cost begins to dominate for very small (and therefore numerous) chiplets. *Improving die yield allows manufacturing of both larger monolithic designs and larger chiplets. Conversely, low yield technologies can justify smaller chiplets.*

### B. Dependence on Assembly Cost

Assembly cost has a substantial impact on the small, numerous chiplet side of this study. To examine the impact on minimum chiplet size, we held ESD and defect density constant and changed the machine cost and bonding time. We used high defect density M1 and M3 refer to the same $200k and $2M machines described earlier. Individual bonding was assumed for this analysis, but the combined time required for the pick and place and bonding ranges from 10 seconds to 30 seconds. In this plot, the minimum cost values range between chiplet size of 50mm² and 100mm². The trend seen in Figure 7 is that *faster and cheaper bonding allows for a larger number of smaller chiplets.*

If we can do simultaneous bonding for high density interconnect pins and fast pick and place, this will improve the assembly costs and reduce the overhead of assembly. If this is 20 seconds of bonding one time and 2 seconds of pick and place for each chiplet, we get the results in Figure 5. For faster and cheaper assembly, smaller (more numerous) chiplets become feasible.

### C. Dependence on IO Size and IO Density

The cost of IO cells can substantially affect the optimal point for chiplet size and the overall system cost. This necessarily is dependent on level of ESD protection and the IO density. In Figure 8, we look at different levels of ESD protection for two different sets of Rent’s Rule constants: one for microprocessor logic and one for random logic. For the first set of Rent’s Rule constants, the difference between different levels of ESD protection is negligible, but for the second set of Rent’s Rule constants, the higher IO density means ESD and assembly yield has a larger impact. *Inter-chiplet interconnect increases area requirements and lowers assembly yield, so good chiplet designs should prioritize splitting at logical boundaries that minimize inter-chiplet IO.*

### D. Comparison with Different Technology Node

Most of this analysis has been done with numbers from the 40nm node. To show how this scales for more advanced nodes, we compared to 7nm. In Figure 9, you can see that the minimum point for 7nm is smaller than for 40nm and 40nm has less penalty for a nonoptimal chiplet size than 7nm does. Note that since ESD does not scale well between nodes, we used the same ESD area for 7nm and 40nm. The buffer size was reduced for 7nm to reflect increased drive strength of transistors in 7nm.

### E. Inter-chiplet Communication Power

Increased power consumption is an additional cost of chipletization that does not neatly fit into the cost metric described above. Figure 10 shows the additional power consumed due to the capacitance added at chiplet boundaries in the form of ESD protection and top level wires. As can be seen, for highly connected designs (the random logic case), small chiplets (< 100mm²) may be energy-wise unaffordable.
Harsher ESD requirements exacerbate the problem. Good chiplet partitioning approaches which minimize inter-chiplet connectivity can help alleviate the energy overheads.

IV. OTHER CHIPLET SIZE TRADEOFFS

A. Floorplanning Overhead

In a design consisting solely of “hard” IP blocks (blocks with a fixed layout), there may be some wasted area after packing the IP blocks into a rectangular chip. If we consider SoC floorplanning as a rectangle packing problem [25], packing all these IP blocks into a single monolithic design will result in less wasted area than packing the IP blocks into several smaller chiplets that each contain fewer IP blocks. For reference, the optimal solutions to the Consecutive Squares benchmark for 2-10 squares contain between 2.86% and 16.7% empty space while the optimal solutions for more than 20 blocks all contain less than 1% empty area. This indicates that the packing problem will result in more inefficiency for smaller chiplet sizes when using “hard” IP blocks.

This effect is less pronounced when using “soft” IP blocks or a mix of “soft” and “hard” IP blocks, since this allows more flexibility in floorplanning and more efficient packing of IP blocks. This case still benefits from larger groups of IPs since smaller groups will increase the likelihood of chiplets with significantly different sizes that can be difficult to fit together efficiently without wasted area on the interposer.

Since this effect is difficult to quantify for real designs we did not directly consider it in the above analysis. It is important to keep in mind however that wasted area is minimized by including everything in a single SoC as this gives the greatest flexibility of floorplanning and eliminates minimum chiplet separation distances.

B. Test Cost

The testing process is impacted by splitting a monolithic design into multiple chiplets. On one hand, smaller chips provide the opportunity for more fine-grained tests. This can improve the quality of the final product [23]. Although the chips will be better tested, testing time goes up since chips will be tested individually before being assembled on the interposer and likely again after assembly to ensure assembly did not introduce any errors.

C. Non-Recurring Engineering Cost

Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) costs include costs such as masks and tooling that occur regardless of manufacturing volume. In this analysis, we have assumed a high manufacturing volume so these costs can be small. For low volume manufacturing, NRE costs can become a significant factor making smaller chiplets less cost-effective (due to a greater number of masks) unless chiplets can be designed to be reusable across a wide range of designs. For a discussion on mitigating NRE costs for low-volume chips by using general purpose reusable chiplets that can be produced in high volume for use in many different designs see [2].

D. Reuse of Chiplets

As discussed in [26] and [1], chiplet reuse scales with the size of chiplets and is impacted by the type of chiplets. A heterogeneous chiplet system can be well-suited to chiplet IP reuse across separate designs. Ultimately, the development time and cost of future designs can be reduced if chiplets are thoughtfully designed as functional blocks that are useful across many systems. Predicting and modeling reuse patterns is difficult and is out of scope for this work. For more discussion on the benefits of reuse, see [2].

E. Heterogeneous Chiplets

One possible application of chiplet systems is the possibility of mixing different technology nodes by integrating different technology chips on the same interposer. This could have cost and performance advantages since it would allow producing performance-critical chiplets in an advanced node and non-performance-critical chiplets with low switching activity in an older node. This could potentially allow the non-performance-critical chiplet to be less expensive, more power efficient due to reduced leakage, and easier to reuse across different versions of the system to reduce design cost. This is a very broad design-space to explore and is a good direction for future work.

F. Cost-Aware Partitioning

The models in this paper can be used to estimate costs for specific chiplet parameters and could be used to help inform cost-aware partitioning in a CAD tool in the future. An important consideration here is that inter-chiplet interconnect requirements can become expensive for poorly chosen partitioning (random logic in Figure 8), so a smart cost-aware partitioning algorithm would likely result in partitions that are closer to the microprocessor interconnect density since the microprocessor Rent’s Rule constants assume a well-chosen chip boundary.

G. Delay-Aware Chiplet Yield

In many-core homogenous systems, the entire system must run faster than a certain minimum frequency or be considered defective. This means that for a monolithic system, the entire chip will be considered defective if a single core falls below this threshold. Testing chiplets and only using known good dies in the assembly improves yield. Yield can drop off quickly for chiplets containing many cores depending on the maximum delay distribution as shown in Figure 11, left. This study comes with several caveats as performance binning, adaptive voltage scaling, multiple clock domains, etc. all can help mitigate this performance-limited yield issue (albeit with other power or cost overheads). Here, we assume a Gaussian distribution of maximum delay [27].

Figure 11, right shows a similar plot to those shown in Section III. The default parameters are the same as described in that section, but the performance yield is added in. Note that this assumes a homogeneous many-core system that contains 1mm² cores, so an 800mm² chip contains 800 cores. If this is split into 4 chiplets, each 200mm² chiplet contains 200 cores.

V. CONCLUSION

Our 800mm² design study seems to indicate that the best size for chiplets is somewhere between 50mm² and 150mm² for microprocessor logic and above 200mm² for random logic. Splitting a large design into chiplets improves yield substantially at first, but eventually, the cost and yield loss due to assembly begin to dominate. Fast, low-cost, high-yielding assembly methods may help make many-chiplet systems practical just as high-yield die manufacturing processes can help make larger chips more practical. Although these two factors seem to have the greatest impact on the ideal chiplet size, it is also important to consider
inter-chiplet IO requirements as splitting a design introduces the need for additional drivers for longer connecting wires along with ESD protection that increase both area and power usage that do not scale well with technology node. This impact can be minimized by assuring that manufacturing processes use ESD controls to reduce or eliminate the need for ESD on inter-chiplet IO cells. For brevity, the case studies in this paper are limited and the models are general. Larger or smaller SoC sizes, mixed-size chiplet partitioning, models of NRE costs, and models of chiplet reuse are interesting future directions. Large “minimum economically viable” chiplet sizes have implications for a future chiplet-based design ecosystem. 50+mm² is a large real estate in advanced technology nodes making reusable chiplet IPs challenging. Our ongoing work is investigating these chiplet ecosystem challenges.
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